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0. INTRODUCTION 
In [I], Birnbaum applied the perturbation theory of closed linear operators 
in a Banach space to a problem of error estimation. It is the purpose of this 
note to obtain some improvements in the error estimates of [I] using only 
variational principles for self adjoint operators in a Hilbert space. 
The physical problem to which Birnbaum applied his perturbation theory 
was the determination of the natural frequencies and modes of vibration 
of a beam. The mathematical model for such a problem is the eigenvalue 
problem 
with appropriate boundary conditions (cf. Timoshenko [2], Chapter V). 
The functions p and q are positive and represent the bending stiffness and 
mass distributions, respectively, of the beam. The actual stiffness and 
mass distributions cannot in fact be determined precisely. So the functions p, 
q represent the stiffness and mass distributions of an ideal beam which one 
would like to consider as representing a collection of beams which are 
identical for practical purposes. 
Suppose that the actual stiffness and mass distributions of a particular 
beam of this type are given by 
(04 
(0.3) 
where I~dx) I <P(X), I q&4 I < q(x) and E is nonnegative. Suppose further 
that the actual stiffness and mass distributions of any such beam are repre- 
sented by functions of the form (0.2), (0.3) with different functions p, and q, . 
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Then the parameter E gives an upper bound for the relative rror in p, q and 
the eigenvalue problem which should be solved is 
(O-4) 
with appropriate boundary conditions. But the functions describing the 
error are unknown and essentially unknowable. Thus if A, u is an eigenvalue- 
eigenfunction pair for (0.1) and A, , u, is the corresponding pair for (0.4), 
one asks for an estimate of A, - h and for some measure of the difference 
between the corresponding eigenfunctions. 
This problem can be formulated as a relative igenvalue problem 
where L, , B, are self adjoint operators in a Hilbert space H, L, is semi- 
bounded, and B, is bounded with a bounded inverse. This may be trans- 
formed into a problem for a family of self adjoint operators by introducing 
new inner products in H, 
<u, w>, = PA w), 
and noting that B;lL, is self adjoint with respect to the inner product induced 
by B, . It is convenient to work with a fixed inner product even though 
B;lL, is in general not self adjoint with respect to either the given inner 
product in H or the inner product induced by B, . Thus perturbation theory 
for nonself adjoint operators was employed in [l] to obtain error estimates. 
The fact that the unperturbed (6 = 0) operator is self adjoint with respect to 
the inner product induced by B, led to somewhat sharper estimates than those 
to be found in earlier literature. 
In Section 1 of the present paper the above problem in Hilbert space is 
formulated in precise terms and an eigenvalue estimate is obtained. The 
eigenvalue estimate is an immediate consequence of the minimax principle of 
PoincarC and is somewhat sharper than the estimate (27), p. 25, [l]. In Sec- 
tion 2 an eigenfunction estimate which appears to be of the same order of 
magnitude as (26), p. 25, [l] is derived from a generalization of the Ritz 
variational principle which is due to Kato [3]. Then in Section 3 a simple 
“bootstrap” technique which is common in the theory of elliptic partial 
differential equations is used to obtain an eigenfunction estimate in a stronger 
norm than estimated in Section 2. Section 4 is concerned with the application 
of these results to the problem of the vibration of a beam described above and 
with a brief comment on corresponding problems for the vibration of a plate. 
The point of view taken throughout this work is that the perturbed opera- 
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tors are unknown except for bounds. Thus no attempt is made to obtain 
asymptotic expansions for the perturbed eigenvalues and eigenvectors. First 
order asymptotic expansions for the eigenvalues are however readily obtain- 
able from the variational principle of Kato used in Section 2. 
In comparison with [I] it should be noted that for the present methods it is 
immaterial whether or not the operator L, can be written in the form L + EL’ 
Thus in Section 4 the problem of the vibration of a free beam can be treated, 
without special assumptions on the behavior of the error functions at the 
endpoints of the beam, by the same methods as used for the problem of the 
vibration of a fixed beam. Moreover, special assumptions on the points of 
discontinuity of the error functions as in [l], p. 26, are unnecessary. Finally 
note that the bootstrap procedure of Section 3 leads to uniform eigenfunc- 
tion estimates as opposed to L2 estimates only (cf. [l], (33), p. 27). 
1. PERTURBATION OF EIGENVALUES 
Let H be a complex Hilbert space with inner product (a, zu) and norm 
j v 1 . Let ~(zJ, W) be a continuous Hermitian symmetric bilinear form on H 
and assume that there exist 0 < kr < k, such that the corresponding quadra- 
tic form p(v) = Q(v, v) satisfies 
4 I 53 I2 d Q(4 e k2 I ZJ I2 for all v E H. (1.1) 
Then (v) = (q(v))rla isa norm on H which is equivalent to 1 zi / . The inner 
product corresponding to (v) is (v, w) = q(v, w). Further let qr(~, zu) be a 
continuous Hermitian symmetric bilinear form on H and assume there 
exists u > 0 such that the corresponding quadratic form qr(w) = Q~(v, ZJ) 
satisfies 
I Ql(@ I G Flw for all v E H. U.2) 
To the form p(v, w) there corresponds a bounded positive definite self 
adjoint operator Q in H defined by 
(Q’u, 4 = & 4 for all v, w E H. 
It follows from (1.1) that k, 1 ZJ j < 1 Qv I < k, 1 v j for all v E H and that Q 
has a bounded inverse Q-l defined on H. Similarly to the form ql(v, w) there 
corresponds a bounded self adjoint operator Qi in H defined by 
(QP, 4 = C&J, 4 for all v,w~H. 
Then the operator corresponding to q(v, w) + E~~(v, w) is Q + <Qr which 
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for 0 < E < l/o is bounded positive self adjoint with a bounded inverse. 
Let p(v, w) be a Hermitian symmetric bilinear form defined on a linear 
manifold D(p) which is dense in H. Further assume that the corresponding 
quadratic form p(v) = p(v, V) is closed (i.e., if {v~} C D(p), 1 v, - ~1 1 + 0 
and p(v, - v,,J + 0 as m, 1z -+ 00, then v E D(p) and p(v, - V) ---f 0 as 
12 -+ co) and positive definite, 
p(v) 2 K(v>2, K > 0, for all v E D(P) (1.3) 
(cf. Kato [4], Section 2 and Section 4 concerned with the free beam). Let 
p,(v, w) be a Hermitian symmetric bilinear form also defined on DCp) and 
assume there exists p > 0 such that the corresponding quadratic form 
pi(~) = p,(v, 7~) satisfies 
for all v E D(P)* (1.4) 
It follows immediately from (1.4) that for 0 < E < l/p, the quadratic form 
p(v) + l pi(v) is closed and satisfies 
P(V) + l .4 2 (1 - ‘P)P(“) b KU - ‘PI <vj2 for all 
To the form p(v, w) there corresponds a positive definite self adjoint 
operator P in H defined by 
P, 4 = 2% 4 for all w E D(P) 
on D(P) = {v E D(p) : the functional w +p(v, w) is continuous on D(p) in 
the topology induced by H} (cf. [4], Section 4 and Lions [SJ, Section 11.1). 
Similarly for 0 < E < l/p there corresponds to the form p(~, w) + epi(~, w) 
a positive definite self adjoint operator P, in H defined by 
(PA w) = P(V, w) + dJl(V, 4 for all w E D(P) = NJ + Sl) 
on D(P,) = {V E D(p) : the functional w -+ p(~, w) + rp,(v, w) is continuous 
on D(p) in the topology induced by H}. 
Since p(v) is closed, it follows from (1.3) that D(p), provided with the inner 
product ((0, w)) =p(o, w) and norm I/ z, II = (p(v))l’“, isa Hilbert space V. 
Assume now that 
the injection of V into H is completely continuous. (1.6) 
This assumption can be weakened a bit for most of what follows but is 
adequate for the applications in this note. 
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It now follows that the spectrum of Q-lP consists of a sequence of isolated 
eigenvalues each of finite multiplicity. These eigenvalues form an increasing 
sequence, 
0 < h, < A, < -** < A, < *** --+ Co, (1.7) 
in which each eigenvalue is counted according to its multiplicity. Thus (1.7) 
lists the eigenvalues of 
Pu = AQu (1.8) 
and for all other complex h, P - hQ has a bounded inverse on H (cf. 
Aronszajn [6]). Similarly for 0 < E < min[l/u, l/p] the spectrum of QylPE 
consists of a sequence of isolated eigenvalues each of finite multiplicity. These 
eigenvalues form an increasing sequence, 
0 < A,,, < h,,, < *-* < h,& < *** - a, U-9) 
in which each eigenvalue is counted according to its multiplicity. (1.9) lists 
the eigenvalues of 
PA = &QA (1.10) 
and for all other complex A, P, - hQ, has a bounded inverse on H. 
THEOREM 1. If 0 < E < min[l/a, I/p], then for each n = 1,2 ,... , 
PROOF. Let V, denote an arbitrary n-dimensional subspace of V and 
adopt the convention that a quotient of quadratic forms is zero whenever 
both the numerator and denominator are zero. Then by a mini-max principle 
whose origins date back to Poincare’s inequalities 
h,=minmaxpO) 
V&V vev, q(v) 
and 
(cf. Stenger [7], Section 5). Since 
1 - Cf m < P(W) + e4 < 1 + E/J I44 
n-q@-’ P(V) + 4”) ’ 1 - EU q(a) 
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for all w E V, these mini-max formulas imply that 
which is equivalent to 
1 - Ep 
J&L---- 1 + EC7 B h., Q 4% p EU 
the assertion of the theorem. 
REMARK. Theorem 1 yields the estimate 
It is not difficult to check that this estimate is somewhat sharper than (27), 
P- 25, PI. 
2. PERTURBATION OF EIGENVECTORS 
In this section attention is fixed on a particular eigenvalue h = A, of (1.8) 
which is assumed to be nondegenerate. The corresponding eigenvector u is to 
be normalized by (u) = 1. It is an immediate consequence of Theorem 1 
that A, = A,,, is nondegenerate for E sufficiently small. Denoting the corre- 
sponding eigenvector by u, it is now desired to obtain an estimate for (u, - u> 
with u, suitably normalized. This can be done with the aid of the following 
lemma of Kato [8], Lemma 4, p. 437 (cf. also [3], Section 2). 
LEMMA 1. Let S be an operator which is self adjoint with respect to the 
inner product (a, w> on H and let (01, fl) be an open interval containing at most a 
nondegenerate igenvalue but no other points of the spectrum of S. Let w be an 
element in the domain of S, (w> = 1, and set 77 = (SW, w), 9 = ((S - 7) w>. 
If Ba < (7 - a) (p - r]), then 01 < 7 < /I and there exists an eagenvalue v of S 
in ((II, p) such that 
- (/3 - 7)-l 82 < v - 7) < (?j - a)-’ 82. 
Let z be the corrresponding ezgenvector, (z> = 1. Then 
<z - w> B ($) 11 - (+,“I-“” with 6 = rnin[T - o1, B - ?I, 
provided f? < 6 and z is normalized in such a way that (z, w) 3 0. 
In order to make use of this lemma first note that it follows from (1.6) that 
for 0 < E < l/p the spectrum of Q-lPG consists of a sequence of isolated 
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eigenvalues each of finite multiplicity. These eigenvalues form an increasing 
sequence 
0 < Pl,E < P2,e < *** < &I,, d .** + 03, (2.1) 
in which each eigenvalue is counted according to its multiplicity. (2.1) 
enumerates the eigenvalues of 
LEMMA 2. Let h = A, be a nondegenerate eigenvalue of Q-lP with corre- 
sponding eigenfunction u such that (u) = 1. Let d > 0 be such that the only point 
of the spectrum of P-IQ in the open interval (X-l - 2d, X-l + 2d) is h-l and let 
Then : 
(i) if 0 < E < A-d/p(l + A-d) the only point of the spectrum of P;‘Q in 
(h-l - d, h-l + d) is t~;l = t& and p;l is a nondegenerate eigenvalue of P;‘Q 
with corresponding eigenfunction w, , (wC j = 1. If, moreover, w, is normalized by 
(w, , u j > 0 and 0 < E < h dlp(2 f Ad + A1/2K-1/2) then 
cp( 1 + X1’2K-1’2) 
(w~-u~~a(B)=~d-~p(~ +xd) 
[Ep(l + h1/2K-l/2)12 
- [Ad--p(l +Xd)12 
(ii) If 0 < E < min[l/o, X-d/(, + ~(1 + A-d))] the only point of the 
spectrum of PylQC in (A-l - d, h-l + d) is A;’ = h;:E and A;]- is a nondegenerate 
eigenvalue of P;-lQ. with corresponding eigenfunction u, , (u, j = I. If, moreover, 
u, is normalixed by (uF , w,> > 0, and 
’ <p(‘) = {K&2 d(l - +“) - c[(u +2;;kc12(1 - ep) + ok2(l + cP)]]< ” 
then, 
<WE - UC> G Y(4 = P(e) u - N41”>-““. 
Lemma 2 yields the following theorem: 
THEOREM 2. Let A, A, be as in Lemma 2 with corresponding eigenfunctions 
u, u, respectively, (u) = (u,) = 1, and assume that 
0 < E < min L 
A- d Ad 
u ’ u + ~(1 + A- d) ’ p(2 + h d + X1’2K-“2) 1 
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and 0 < P(E) < 1. Then if u, is normalized by (u, , u) 2 0, 
PROOF OF THEOREM 2. The conclusion follows from Lemma 2 and the 
triangle inequality if (u,, w,) > 0 and (w, , u) > 0. But (u, - u) is 
minimized when (u, , u) >, 0. 
PROOF OF LEMMA 2. (i) Since 
and 
where V, denotes an arbitrary n-dimensional subspace of V, it follows by the 
same method of proof as used in Theorem 1 that for 0 < E < l/p, 
It then follows that if E < A-d/p(l + h-d), p;’ is the only point of the spec- 
trum of P;‘Q in (h-l - d, h-l + d) and that &I is a nondegenerate eigenvalue 
of P;‘Q. 
Now P:lQ is self adjoint with respect to the inner product (v, w) on H 
and Lemma 1 will be applied with 
71 = (P;lQu, u> = X-l(P,-lPu, u). (2.3) 
For this purpose consider the operator R defined by 
((Rv 4) = P(& 4 = P,(v, 4 for all 0, w E v. 
R is a bounded self adjoint operator on V with, by (1.4), 
II Rv II G P II v II for all v E v, 
and, by (1.5), for 0 < E < l/p, (CR + I) has a bounded inverse on V with 
II (ER + 1)-l w II < (1 - CP>-’ II TV II for all v E v. 
Then since for z, E D(P,) and w E V, 
N-‘,, 4 = (Pa 4 = $4~ w) + p(w, w) = P((ER + 1) o, w), 
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(CR + I) is an extension of P-‘P, . Thus (CR + I)-’ extends P;‘P and so 
from (2.3), 
77 = A-l((eR + I)-1 u, u) 
= F((eR + I)-’ u, Q-‘Pu) 
= F((cR + I)-1 u, Pu) 
= hVp((<R + I)-’ u, u) 
= Pp([Z - eR(rR + I)-I] u, u) 
= k2{A - q(R(cR + Z)-l u, u)}. 
Then 
8 = ((p;“Q - h-l + &~-‘P(R(ER + Z)-1 u, u)) u) 
< ((P;lQ - A-‘) u> + EA-~~(R(ER + Z)-1 u, u). 
Now 
((P;‘Q - A-*) u) = A-‘((PT’P - 1) u) 
= A-‘([(ER + I)-’ - I] u) 
< &-1K-1’2 jJ R(rR + I)-1 u // .
So, since p(u) = A, the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality yields 
Now let 
6 = min[v - (h-l - d), X-l + d - q] 
= min[d - &Y-~(R(ER + I)-1 u, u), d + k2p(R(eR + Z)-l u, u)]. 
Then 
d - A(1 ‘” q3) ’ <s G d + /y 1‘” ‘p) 
and an elementary calculation shows that if 
then 
Ad 
’ < ’ < p(2 + Ad + )(1/2K-l/2) ’ 
o < f < cp(l + h1’2K-1’2) 
S Ad-q(l +hd) -==E 1, 
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and (i) follows from Lemma 1. 
(ii) Since 
and 
where V, denotes an arbitrary n-dimensional subspace of V, it follows 
by the same method of proof as used in Theorem I that for 
0 < E < min[l/o, l/p], 
;'"+';I,-1 G&l --x-l < 4, + P),-1 ___. 
c 1 - Ep (2.4) 
It then follows that if also E < h-d/(a + p(1 + h-d)), Q1 is the only point 
of the spectrum of P,-'Qs in (h-l - d, /\-l + d) and that X;l is a nondegenerate 
eigenvalue of P;'Qs . 
Now P;lQ is a self adjoint operator with respect to the inner product 
(v, w) on H. By part (i) above, Lemma 1 can be applied with 
Then 
and therefore 
rl = C(P?Qc - ,p;-'QJ u,1 u,> 
= X;l - E(P;~Q~,, u,), 
0 = <(p;'Q - &' + G';lQ1~. ,us>) u,> 
= 4( - p;-lQ, + <P;lQ,u, , 4) u,> 
Q 2~<K1Q1u3. 
From (1 .l) and (1.2) it follows that for v E H, 
~;‘<Q,v)~ = I Q&, 819 I < 4~) (Qlv) 
and so 
(Qlv> < 4(v). 
Also, (1.1) and (1.5) yield 
(1 - cp) Wwj2 <P(W) + +1(w) = (Pa w) B k;l<Ps+ <w> 
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for all w E D(P,). So, letting V = P,w, 
(P;lu) < [KK,(l - l p)]-l (?I). 
Thus since (u,) = 1, 
Now let 
S = min[T - (h-r - d), h-l + d - ~1 
= min[hr’ - r(PLIQ1uc, u,) - A-l + d, ;\--I + d - A;’ + E(~‘Q~~, u,)]. 
Then using (2.4), 
and so if 
’ < B(‘) = {Kk, d(l - e”p”) - c[(u +;)“:kI(l - ep) + &(l + CP)]) ’
then 0 < #/S < /I?(G) < 1 and (ii) follows from Lemma 1. 
3. A STRONGER EIGENVECTOR ESTIMATE 
Recall that I/’ = D(p) is a Hilbert space with inner product 
(h 4) = P@, 4. A n estimate for /I u, - u 11 will now be derived. 
Note that if g E H and 0 < E < l/p the method of orthogonal projection 
applied in H yields a unique solution .a, E D(P,) to 
which is also the unique solution in V of 
l PlGG > 4 +P(&? 4 = <g, v> for all ZI E v. 
Similarly for f E H denote by z the unique solution in D(P) of 
Pz =Qf 
(3.1) 
and note that .a is also the unique solution in V of 
m, 4 = <f, v> for 0 E v. (3.2) 
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Let ZJ = .a; in (3.1) and then by (1.3) and (1 S), 
(1 - ‘PI PC%) d I GJl(Z~ 9 4 + Pk 9 4 I = I 65 z,> I 
d <g> <ZF> < K-Yg) II zc II 3 
and so 
II z, II < VW1 - ?)I-’ (g>* 
Now subtract (3.2) from (3.1) and set ZJ = z, - z. Then 
P(Zc - 4 = <g -f, z, - z> - +&c 1 zc - 4, 
so 
P(Z, - 4 < K-“Yg -f > II z, - z II + EP II % II I z, - z II 9
(3.3) 
and thus by (3.3) 
II z, - z II < K-Yg -f> + ~P[=‘Y1 - EPJ1-l (g>. (3.4) 
THEOREM 3. Assume the hypotheses of Theorem 2. Then 
UC --uII G &P + 0 + (1 + EP) 4 + p(1 + ‘P) (1 + rok,) (1 - ep)-‘} Kl’2(1 - a) 
+ x=1’2{+) + y(c)}. 
PROOF. Letf = Au in (3.2) and then z = u is the unique solution in V of 
p(u, v) = Mu, 4 = <h v> for all v E v. 
Similarly let g = A,(1 + EQ-~QJ u, in (3.1) and z, = u, is the unique solution 
in V of 
M4 2 v) + Pk 7 4 = G?(u, 7 v) + 4% > 41 
= <&(I + cQ-‘81) u, , v> 
for all v E V. By (3.4), 
11 u, - u I] < K-““(A# + cQ”Ql) u, - Au} 
+ ~p[fQ’~(l - ~~11” (W + eQ”Qd u,> 
< K-1’2{1 A, - X I + W, - u> + 4 I Q+, I> 
+ epW2(1 - ep)l-’ & + 4 I QP~ I>. 
Since 1 QluC 1 < uk2 , the theorem now follows from Theorems I and 2. 
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4. APPLICATIONS 
Let 0 < x < 1 be a bounded closed interval and let H be L2(0, I) with the 
usual inner product. Let q be a function in La(O, 1) with 
0 < k, < q(x) < k, a.e. 
and for v, w E L2(0, 1) define 
dv, w) = j:, q(x) ~(4 ~(4 dx. 
Then q(v) E q(v, v) satisfies (1. I), i.e. 
k, j: I 44 I2 dx < j: q(x) I$4 I2 dx < k, j: I 44 I2 dx 
for all er EL~(O, 1). As in Section 1, let (v) = (q(w))lj2 and (v, w> = q(v, w). 
Further let ql be a real valued function in Lm(O, Z) with 
Then letting 
I q&4 I < 44 a.e., u > 0. 
Q&u, WI = s 1 !?lW $4 f44 dx 
for 0, w 6 L2(0, Z), ql(v) = ql(v, w) satisfies (1.2), i.e., 
I 41w I < Fm for all v EL‘yO, 1). 
The operators Q, Qr are simply the operators of multiplication by q, ql 
respectively. 
Now consider the space H2(0, 1) of all functions v E Cl[O, I] such that v’ 
is absolutely continuous on [0, Z] and n” E L2(0, 1) (cf. Dunford and Schwartz 
[9], Section 2). Provided with the inner product 
to j; v%) f+)(x) dx, 
H2(0, Z) is a Hilbert space which can be identified with a dense subspace of 
L2(0, E). With this identification, the injection of H2(0, Z) into L2(0, 2) is 
completely continuous (cf. Agmon [IO], p. 30). Further denote by Hs2(0, Z) 
the closure of Cr(O, I) in Hs(0, 1). Then Ho2(0, I) is also a Hilbert space which 
is dense in L2(0, 1) and the injection of Ho2(0, 1) into Le(O, I) is completely 
continuous. Furthermore No2(0, 1) is the subspace of all v E H2(0, 1) such that 
v(0) = w’(0) = w(Z) = w’(Z) = 0. 
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The fixed beam (cf. [2], Chapter V). 
Let p be a function in P(O, Z) with 
0 < m <p(x) < M a.e. 
and for er, w E Ho2(0, 2) let 
p(w, w) = j:,(x) w”(x) a”(x) dx 
andp(w) 3 p(w, v). Now for v E Ho2(0, I) and x E [O, I], 
w(x) = jaw’(t) dt = j= (x - t) w”(t) dt, 
0 0 
and so it follows from the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality that for 0 < x < I, 
1 w(x) J < 3-1’%3’2 (j: 1 w”(t) I2 dt)“’ 
and 
) w’(x) ) < xl’2 (j: J w”(t) J2 dt)“‘. 
Similarly, 
w(x) = - j” w’(t) dt = j” (t - x) w”(t) dt 
e z 
and so for 0 < x < 1, 
( w(x) 1 < 3-1’2(Z - x)3/2 (j; 1 w”(t) 12 dt)“‘, 
( w’(x) 1 < (1 - x)I’~ (j; ( w”(t) I* dt)“‘, 
and 
Thus for w E Ho2(0, 1) and 0 < x < 1, 
1 w(x) 1 < 3-1’2 * min[x312, (I - x)3/2] *(j: 1 w”(t) I2 dt)“’ 
6112 
< -iy P/2 (j: I w"(t) I" dt)"', (4.1) 
and 
/ w’(x) 1 < 2-1’211’2 (j; 1 w”(t) I2 dt)1’2. (4.2) 
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It now follows that H,,2(O, I), provided with the inner product 
((a, w)) = p(r~, w), is a Hilbert space, Y. By (4.1) 
Thus the theory of sections l-3 is applicable with 
(cf. (1.3)). 
Now the operator P defined as in Section 1 is given by the formal differential 
operator 
on 
D(P) = (v E H,2(0, I) : [pv”]” EL2(0, I)) 
= {v E H,,s(O, Z) : pv” E Cl[O, Z], [pv”]’ is absolutely 
continuous on [0, Z], and [pv”]” gL2(0, 1)) 
(cf. [5], Section 11.1). Thus the unperturbed eigenvalue problem 
Pu = AQu, 
is given by 
1 
= hq(x) u(x) a.e. 
with boundary conditions, 
u(0) = u’(0) = u(Z) = u’(Z) = 0. 
Now let p, be a real valued function in Lm(O, Z) with 
I Pl(4 I G PPW a4 p > 0. 
Then letting 
Plh 4 = ];A(4 VW @(4 dx 
for v, w E Hs2(0, I), pr(v) E p,(v, v) satisfies (1.4), i.e. 
I A(4 I G PP(4 for all v E Ho2(0, E). 
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So the operator P, defined as in Section 1 is given by the formal differential 
operator 
on 
We) = {v E ffci2(0, 4 : [(P + @l.> g”l” EL2(0, g, 
and the perturbed eigenvalue problem 
PP, = &Qr, 3 
is given by 
with boundary conditions 
u,(O) = u:(o) = u,(l) = u:(l) = 0. 
Theorems 1, 2, and 3 yield estimates for A, - h and norm estimates for 
u, - u. Furthermore, since by (4.1), 
I 44 I d gg PJ2 II vII , v E %2(o, 0, ogx<z, (4.3) 
and by (4.2), 
I v’(x) I d & P2 II vII , v E %2(o, 4, O<x<l, (4.4) 
uniform estimates for UJX) - u(x) and u:(x) - u’(x) now follow from Theo- 
rem 3 by letting v = u, - u in (4.3), (4.4) respectively. 
The free beam (cf. [2], Chapter V). Let p be a function in L”O(O, 2) with 
0 < m <p(x) < M a.e., 
let p, be a real valued function in La(O, I) with 
I AC4 I < fP(4 a-e., p > 0, 
and for v, w E IP(O, Z) let 
p(v, w) = j: p(x) v”(x) s”(x) dx + $ ,: q(x) v(x) u(x) dx 
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It follows from the proof of Theorem 3.1, p. 17, [IO], that for v E H2(0, I), 
!‘: j v’(x) 1’ dx < 541k2 j; 1 v(x) I2 dx + 2Z2 ,: 1 v”(x) I2 dx, 
and so, 
(sf 1 V’(x) I2 d+‘a d (54)“2 1-l (l; 1 w(x) I2 dx;)li2 + 21W (1: / #(x) /* dxjl”. 
(4.5) 
Thus H2(0, I), provided with the inner product ((er, w)) = p(~, w), is a 
Hilbert space, I’. Moreover, 
4(4 < ;Pm v E wyo, Z), 
and so the theory of Sections l-3 is applicable with 
(cf. (1.3)). 
Now the operator P defined as in Section 1 is given by the formal differ- 
ential operator 
on 
D(P) = Iv E H2(0, I) : [pv”]” EL~(O, 1) and 
il [p(x) v”(x)]” @T(X) dx = 11 p(x) v”(x) t%“(x) dx for all w E H2(0, Z)/ 
= 
I 
v E H2(0, Z) : PO” E C1[O, 11, [pv”]’ is absolutely continuous on [0, 11, 
[pv”]” EL~(O, I), and [pv”] (0) = [pi”]’ (0) = [pw”] (I) = [pv”]’ (I) = 01 
(cf. [5], Section 11.1). Thus the unperturbed eigenvalue problem 
Pu = XQu 
is given by 
409/27/I-2 
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with boundary conditions 
[pw”] (0) = [po”]’ (0) = [pwy (I) = [pw”]’ (1) = 0. 
Now letting 
for k7, w E IP(0, Z), PI(v) = p,(v, v) satisfies (1.4), i.e. 
I lhw I G PAW> for all w E qo, I). 
So the operator PC defined as in Section 1 is given by the formal differential 
operator 
on 
D(P,) = {w E Hs(0, 1) : [(p + l pJ ~“1” EP(O, I) and 
KP + 41) 4 (0) = KP + 9%) g”l’ (0) 
= [(p + %) w”] (1) = [(P + &4’ (0 = o>, 
and the perturbed eigenvalue problem 
is given by 
with boundary conditions 
[(P + $4 -4 (0) = KP + 4 w”l’ 69 = UJ + $4 4 (0 
= KP + +Jl) fq’ (4 = 0. 
Theorems 1,2, and 3 yield estimates for A, - h and norm estimates for u, - u. 
To obtain uniform estimates for u,(x) - U(X) and u:(x) - u’(x) note that 
for w E Hs(0, I) and x, y E [0, Z] 
w(x) = w(y) + j’ w’(t) dt
Y 
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and so 
Z I V(X) I G J“ I V(Y) I 4 + jzjz I v’(t) idt dy 
0 0 Y 
= 11 I V(Y) I 4 + jl t i u’(t) Idt. 
So by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, 
1 v(x) / f z-1/2 (j: 1 V(t) I2 dtjl” + 3-1’211’2 (j; j v’(t) 12 dfi2. 
Similarly, 
j V’(X) j< z-112 (1: I 2)‘(t) I2dt)“’ + 3-1~2 (j: I vn(t) l2 dt)li2. 
(4.6) 
(4.7) 
(4.5) and (4.6) yield 
I v(x) 1 f (1 + 3 z/z, 1-1’2 (j” I v(t) I2 dt)li2 + (3)“” P’2 (j; j v”(t) 12 df”, 
0 
and so, 
1 v(x) 1 < (1 + 3 z/z) z-1’%;1’2 (j; dt) I o(t) I2 dtjli2 
+ (f)‘/” ~W2m-‘/2 (j:,(t) j v”(t) J2 dtjl” 
< max[(l + 3 2/2) ~Z-~/~k;~‘~p--l, ($)1’2 P%-1/2] * /) v /) ,
for all v E H2(0, 2) and all x E [0, Z]. Also (4.5) and (4.7) yield 
(4.8) 
/ v’(x) 1 < 3 61-3’2 ( j; 1 v(t) 12 dtjli2 + (21’2 + 3-1’2) Z1’2 (j; 1 v”(t) I2 dt)li2, 
and so, 
/ v’(x) j < max[3 v’% oZ-3/2k; 1 12p-1, (p/2 + 3-u2) p/2m-w] . 11 v 11 , (4.9) 
for all ~1 E H2(0, 1) and all x E [0, 21, Uniform estimates for u<(x) - U(X) and 
u:(x) - u’(x) now follow from Theorem 3 by letting v = u, - u in (4.8) and 
(4.9) respectively. 
Comments. Analogous estimates for a beam with other end conditions 
(cf. [2], Chapter 5) can be obtained by the preceding methods by appro- 
priately defining the associated bilinear forms. Similar considerations can be 
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carried out for the natural frequencies and modes of vibration of a plate 
(cf. Chen [ll], S t ec ion 7.14 and Vernon [12], Section 13.9, with one notable 
difference. While pointwise estimates for eigenfunctions are obtainable by 
these methods, pointwise estimates for first partial derivatives of eigen- 
functions do not follow from these considerations, even if the eigenfunctions 
are smooth (cf. Aronszajn and Smith [13] and Adams, Aronszajn and 
Smith [14]). 
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